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SKU: 941 Bedroom
Type: Bedroom Sets

Category: Bedroom
Collection: Sophia

Brand: Klaussner International
Product

Description:
Elegant, yet truly unique, the Sophia
bedroom is the perfect way to brighten
up your space. Attractive sunbursts
adorn the headboards in the collection,
while each piece features inlaid,
shimmering trim for an added touch of
sparkle. Flip on the built-in lights, and the
effect is truly dazzling. A sleek platinum
finish completes the ensemble. Each
piece rests on sturdy bracket feet and
features complementary metal hardware
for a truly cohesive appearance.
Collection includes Queen, King, or
California King Size Bed, Vanity, Vanity
Stool, Vanity Mirror, Dresser, Mirror,
Night Stand, and Drawer Chest. Collect
all the pieces for a uniform look.

Additional
Information:

For products in this collection that can be
used for clothing storage (Chests,
Dressers, Master Chests, Door Chests,
Armoires): 

 This product complies with the stability
requirements of ASTM International
F2057, a voluntary stability standard for
bedroom storage furniture. This product
is STABILITY VERIFIED - third party
verified by Underwriters Laboratories. 

 All our chests and dressers include an
anchoring kit that meets requirements of
ASTM F3096, a voluntary performance
standard for furniture tip restraints, along
with instructions for installation. We
strongly recommend using the tip
restraint hardware to securely anchor
this product to the wall. In homes where
children reside or visit, we advise you to
anchor all chests and dressers. To learn
how to properly secure any chest or
dresser, please visit
www.anchorit.org.

Specifications: CA King Bed Complete 941-060 KBED:
80W x92W x66H

 King Bed Complete 941-066 KBED: 80W
x88W x66H

 Queen Bed Complete 941-050 QBED:
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64W x88W x66H
Vanity and Stool 941-461 VANI: 60W
x18W x30H
Vanity Mirror 941-462 VMIRR: 32W x2W
x36H
Dresser 941-650 DRES: 69W x20W
x40H
Mirror 941-660 MIRR: 51W x2W x38H
Nightstand 941-670 NSTD: 30W x18W
x29H
Drawer chest 941-681 CHEST: 42W
x19W x56H

 
 
 


